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Abstract. The physical mechanisms and basic experimental techniques for the creation
of high average spectral power supercontinuum sources is briefly reviewed. We focus on
the use of high-power ytterbium-doped fibre lasers as pump sources, and the use of highly
nonlinear photonic crystal fibres as the nonlinear medium. The most common experimental arrangements are described, including both continuous wave fibre laser systems
with over 100 W pump power, and picosecond mode-locked, master oscillator power fibre amplifier systems, with over 10 kW peak pump power. These systems can produce
broadband supercontinua with over 50 and 1 mW/nm average spectral power, respectively. Techniques for numerical modelling of the supercontinuum sources are presented
and used to illustrate some supercontinuum dynamics. Some recent experimental results
are presented.
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1. Introduction
High average spectral power supercontinuum sources are useful for a wide range of
applications because of a number of favourable properties:
• Extremely broad spectral widths, often over 1000 nm, and even spanning the
whole transparency region of silica glass fibre (0.3–2.4 µm) from the ultraviolet
(UV) to the mid-infrared [1–3] (and into the mid-infrared for fluoride glass
fibres [4]).
• High spatial coherence, directionality and brightness, similar to a laser source.
• Potentially very high spectral power, often over 1 mW/nm for modulation
instability-based systems, and over 50 mW/nm has been demonstrated [5].
• Potentially high temporal coherence, allowing for pulse compression and high
accuracy metrology.
Essentially, supercontinuum sources can possess the broad bandwidth of thermal
sources, such as sunlight, but many of the desirable properties of lasers. This has
lead some to use the term ‘sunlight laser’ to describe supercontinuum sources.
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Supercontinuum generation is also of great interest for studying the dynamics of
nonlinear systems in general, and some connections have been made to rogue or
freak oceanic waves [6–10], Hawking radiation [11] and thermodynamics [12].
There are several broad classes of supercontinuum generation depending on both
the pump and fibre parameters:
Pumping in the normal dispersion regime. In this case the dynamics are mostly
restricted to two effects, self-phase modulation (SPM) and Raman scattering. Raman scattering dominates for long pulses (around 100 ps or
longer), leading to a cascade of discrete Raman Stokes lines. Self-phase
modulation dominates for shorter pump pulses with sufficient power. In
the latter case, a supercontinuum can be produced for sufficiently short
and powerful pump conditions, and it usually has very good coherence properties, useful in metrology for example, or for subsequent pulse
compression.
Low-order soliton pumping in the anomalous dispersion regime. For pumping with
pulses, which approximately correspond to optical solitons of low effective
order (approximately N < 15 [13,14], see eq. (9)), soliton fission will dominate.
This corresponds to the common case of ultra-short pump pulses (around
100 fs) with several kilowatts peak power. This often leads to a coherent
supercontinuum. However, average power scaling is limited to significantly
increasing the repetition rate of the pump laser system.
High-power, long pulse pumping in the anomalous dispersion regime. For continuous wave (CW) or relatively long pump pulses (around 1 ps or longer, although
this actually depends on the effective soliton order: N > 15 [13,14]), we are in
the modulation stability regime. This usually corresponds to pumping with
very high-order solitons (often N > 500). This can lead to exceptionally
broad supercontinua with very high average power and spectral flatness, but
they will lack temporal coherence.
Of course, this analysis is oversimplified, and the transitions between the various
regimes are continuous. A complete analysis, including detailed numerical modelling, is usually required to fully understand the dominant supercontinuum mechanisms.
In what follows, I look at only the high power pumping in the modulation instability regime. This leads to the highest average spectral powers achieved to date.
In this brief review I concentrate mostly on important practical aspects for designing, modelling and constructing supercontinuum sources. Detailed descriptions of
the nonlinear dynamics can be found elsewhere, such as the classic reference books
[15–18], and review papers [13,14,19,20].
Section 2 describes common experimental arrangements for constructing supercontinuum sources. Section 3 describes the most common technique for numerical
modelling of supercontinuum generation. Section 4 describes a number of design
choices for particular supercontinuum outputs. Finally, §5 describes some recent
experimental results.
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2. Experimental arrangements
In this section I broadly and qualitatively describe guidelines for the construction of
supercontinuum sources. The usual experimental set-up for supercontinuum generation with a fibre-based source is shown in figure 1. The fibre pump source may
pass through an isolator (ISO) to prevent back reflections into any power amplifier
stages and then into the chosen nonlinear fibres used for supercontinuum generation.
Usually the pump source will be directly spliced to the nonlinear supercontinuum
fibres, which are often photonic crystal fibres. Three supercontinuum fibre arrangements are shown, as discussed in §§4 and 5. In the next sections I describe possible
pump source configurations and the choice of fibres.
2.1 Pump systems
For fibre laser based pump systems, average powers of the order of 10 W can be
achieved with picosecond master oscillators, and power fibre amplifier (MOPFA)
configurations. Significantly, higher average powers are much harder to obtain
because of pulse energy limitations, and can mostly be achieved through repetition
rate scaling [21]. Instead, continuous wave pump systems can be used, allowing
average power scaling beyond the level of 100 W, although with significantly reduced
peak power. In what follows I look at these two systems. I look specifically at
ytterbium-doped fibre systems which operate around 1070 nm, but most of the
discussion also applies to other gain materials.
Figure 2a shows the set-up for a picosecond MOPFA system. The master oscillator is a mode-locked fibre laser, which has been shown to be compact and
robust short pulse sources [22]. The saturable absorber is often a semiconductor
saturable absorber (SESAM) [23], although carbon nanotubes are recent competitive alternatives [24,25]. The Bragg grating can be chirped, to compensate for the
normal dispersion of ytterbium-doped fibre and thus allow operation in the soliton
regime, although this is not essential for subsequent supercontinuum generation.
One power fibre amplifier stage is shown, although one or more pre-amplifiers may
Single Uniform Fibre
Cascaded Fibres
Pump System
ISO

Tapered Fibre

Figure 1. The general experimental set-up for supercontinuum generation.
The fibre coupled pump source may pass through an isolator (ISO) to prevent
back reflections into any power amplifier stages and then into the nonlinear
fibres used for supercontinuum generation. Usually the pump source will be
directly spliced to the nonlinear supercontinuum fibres, which are often photonic crystal fibres. Three supercontinuum fibre arrangements are shown, as
discussed in the text.
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Figure 2. Experimental set-ups for (a) picosecond MOPFA, (b) continuous
wave MOPFA and (c) continuous wave ASE source. PD – pump diode, DF
– doped fibre, BG – Bragg grating, SA – saturable absorber, ISO – isolator,
BPF – band pass filter, MO – master oscillator, PFA – power fibre amplifier.

also be included to minimize amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). Such a master
oscillator will commonly produce ∼5 ps pulses at ∼50 MHz with a few milliwatts
average power, although these parameters can vary significantly depending on the
exact set-up. After the amplification stages average powers of ∼10 W are typical,
although higher powers are achievable [21]. Sources such as this have been the most
successful for generating high average power supercontinua with extreme spectral
widths, spanning from the ultraviolet (0.3 µm) to the infrared (2.4 µm) [1–3].
Figure 2b shows the set-up for a continuous wave fibre laser-based MOPFA. Here,
the first stage is a simple CW fibre laser, producing a few watts of pump power
and the subsequent fibre amplifier (or chain of amplifiers) can produce several hundreds of watts of average power. It should be noted that the pump linewidth may
broaden due to nonlinear coupling between the longitudinal modes of the oscillator
and amplifier stages and hence the output may show significant, random, intensity and phase fluctuations. Optimal control of such fluctuations can significantly
enhance the supercontinuum [26,27]. Alternatively, an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source may be constructed as in figure 2c. In this case, the forward
ASE of a chain of amplifiers is filtered and further amplified, and hence a continuous wave source may be achieved which does not contain longitudinal modes and
may have lower noise properties [28]. Both of these systems can produce output
powers greater than 100 W.
All these systems are fully fibre integrated, ensuring robust and stable operation.
The output isolators are not essential, but makes the system considerably more stable against back reflection causing oscillation of the power amplifier and potential
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Figure 3. Photonic crystal fibre structures. (a) Definition of the PCF parameters; (b) an SEM image of a PCF (fibre F1 described below); (c) and (d)
the mode pattern of light at a wavelength of 1070 nm in a PCF with Λ = 3 µm
and for (c) d/Λ = 0.3, and for (d) d/Λ = 0.9.

damage to upstream components. Individual stages are also often isolated. The
fibre output after the final isolator may be spliced to fibres with the particular
nonlinear and dispersive properties suitable for supercontinuum generation. These
fibres will typically have significantly different mode field diameters as they usually
require smaller core sizes to achieve higher intensities and hence larger nonlinear
coefficients. Splicing to such fibres may require intermediate fibres to match the
mode field diameters. Often these will be fibres with a high germanium concentration in the core which, when heated, disperses towards the cladding and enlarges
the mode field diameter. In this way one end can be spliced quickly to the small
core nonlinear fibre, ensuring good mode coupling, whereas the other end is heated
for a prolonged time to enlarge the mode to match that at the fibre output of the
pump system [5,29]. In addition, it may be important to strip any light excited into
the cladding or coating of the fibre using index-matched optical glue, to prevent
burning [5,29].
2.2 Photonic crystal fibre
Photonic crystal fibre (PCF) [30–33] allows for enormous control over the dispersive
properties of the fibre, because of the strong, but easily controllable contribution to
dispersion from the waveguide [34–36]. A solid core, index guiding PCF structure
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 5, November 2010
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can be defined by the pitch (air-hole to air-hole spacing) Λ, and the air-hole diameter relative to the pitch d/Λ, as shown in figure 3a and illustrated in a scanning
electron micrograph (SEM) of a PCF, as shown in figure 3b. By varying these parameters, fibres with a very wide range of dispersion curves can be created [34–36].
In addition, PCFs can be designed to have extremely small core areas and tight
mode confinement [37]. Both of these properties are due to the strong variation
in light confinement of PCFs, as illustrated in figures 3c and d which shows how
light at the same wavelength of 1070 nm has very different confinement based on
variation of the d/Λ parameters. Combined, these properties allow for a careful
choice of optimal parameters for supercontinuum generation. A number of design
choices along with modelling results will be discussed in §4.
3. Modelling
Photonic crystal fibres have such a wide range of parameter choices that optimal
fibre design for a given pump source and supercontinuum output will require a
number of iteractions to refine, however, their manufacture is costly and time consuming. In contrast, numerical simulations are low-cost, convenient and invaluable,
as they provide the equivalent of perfect experimental diagnostics in an ideal laboratory environment, and allow this design process to occur far quicker than experiment alone, although experiments must always be performed to verify the results.
In this section I describe the main techniques used for simulating supercontinuum
source.
3.1 Model
The propagation of an electromagnetic wave travelling through an optical fibre, as
for any medium, can be described by Maxwell’s equations, from which a wave equation can be derived. A number of different derivations are described in [13,38–41].
The equation used in what follows most closely corresponds to the results in [41].
We define our propagation equation in terms of a linearly polarized, complex
spectral envelope Ẽ(z, Ω), where z is the axial distance along the fibre and Ω =
ω − ω0 is the angular frequency with respect to our chosen reference frequency ω0 .
In this form, we assume that the transverse field profile is defined by a constant
fibre mode shape, which can be factored out of the propagation dynamics into two
constants, the fibre propagation constant β(ω), corresponding to an eigenvalue of
Maxwell’s equations for the transverse fibre structure, and the effective area Aeff
defined by integrating over the corresponding eigenvector. A time-domain envelope
can be obtained from this via a Fourier transform defined by
Z ∞
1
Ẽ(z, Ω) exp[−i(Ω)t]dω.
(1)
E(z, t) = F −1 {Ẽ(z, Ω)} =
2π −∞
We define the field envelope amplitude such that |E(z, t)|2 gives the instantaneous
power in watts. The propagation equation for Ẽ(z, Ω) is then [41]
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∂z Ẽ 0 = iγ̄(ω) exp(−iL̂(ω)z)
½
¾
Z ∞
0
0 2
0
R(t )|Ē(z, t − t )| d dt ,
×F Ē(z, t)

(2)

−∞

with the variable changes:
(
Ē(z, t) = F −1

Ẽ(z, ω)
1/4

Aeff (ω)

)
,

(3)

and
Ẽ 0 (z, Ω) = Ẽ(z, Ω) exp(−iL̂(ω)z).

(4)

In these equations, L̂(ω) is the linear operator, given by L̂(ω) = β(ω) − β(ω0 ) −
β1 (ω0 )Ω + iα(ω)/2 and neff (ω) = cβ(ω)/ω is the effective index of the mode. βn
are the nth derivatives of β with respect to ω and α(ω) is the power attenuation
(or gain) coefficient. The frequency-dependent nonlinear coefficient is defined as
γ̄(ω) =

n2 n0 ω
1/4

cneff (ω)Aeff (ω)

,

(5)

where n0 is the linear refractive index at ω0 and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index
given by n2 = 3χ(3) /(4²0 cn20 ), with χ(3) the third-order susceptibility of the medium
and ²0 the vacuum permittivity. The electronic contribution to n2 can be regarded
as instantaneous for pulse durations longer than ∼10 fs. The Raman contribution,
however, is delayed. It is usual to account for this by writing a delayed nonlinear
response function [42–44]:
R(t) = (1 − fr )δ(t) + fr hr (t),

(6)

where hr (t) is the time-domain Raman response, derived from the frequency-domain
Raman response (hr (ω)) by a Fourier transform. The frequency response itself is
usually determined from measurements of the Raman gain cross-section and the
Kramers–Kronig relations [42]. I use the analytic version described in [43]. The
integral of hr (t) over all time is normalized to unity. fr ∼ 0.18 is the fractional
Raman contribution to n2 .
The effective area, Aeff , can be defined a number of ways. In conventional optical
fibres, with low index and nonlinearity contrast between the core and cladding, the
scalar definition is commonly used [15], but in PCFs with high refractive index
contrast, and significant proportions of the field propagating in air, a full vectorial
calculation of the effective area is required [45].
If we ignore the frequency dependence of the effective area and index, then γ̄(ω)
is reduced to the conventional nonlinear coefficient:
n2 n0 ω0
.
(7)
γ(ω0 ) =
cneff (ω0 )Aeff (ω0 )
Equation (2) is a version of the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation. It
can be reduced to the more conventional time-domain nonlinear Schrödinger equation, by ignoring the frequency dependence of the effective area, effective mode
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 5, November 2010
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index and attenuation coefficient, and performing an inverse Fourier transform. If
we then neglect the dispersion of the nonlinearity, the delayed nonlinearity (Raman
term), higher-order dispersion and attenuation, we recover the conventional nonlinear Schrödinger equation which can be analytically solved for the soliton solutions
[46].
Solitons play a very important role in modulation instability-based supercontinuum generation. The envelope field of a soliton is given by
¶
µ ¶
µ
p
β2
t
(8)
Esol (z, t) = P0 sech
exp iz 2 ,
τ0
2τ0
where P0 is the soliton power and τ0 is the soliton duration. The soliton power, P0 ,
is given by
N2 =

γP0 τ02
,
|β2 |

(9)

where the integer N is the soliton order. For N = 1 the soliton is said to be
fundamental. If the soliton propagates through a taper, or shifts due to Raman
self-scattering [47,48], then it may adiabatically broaden or compress in order to
maintain its shape if the local dispersion or nonlinearity varies; in such cases the
duration will follow:
|β2 |
τ0 ∝
.
(10)
γ

3.2 Numerical solution
The propagation constants and mode profiles can be calculated by a wide range of
methods for solving Maxwell’s equations, including beam propagation, finite element and finite difference solvers. I use the plane-wave expansion method, through
the free software package MIT Photonic Bands [49]. Many other methods are available, as reviewed in [36].
Equation (2) can be integrated directly in the frequency domain using most ordinary differential equation solvers, such as the Runge–Kutta method. The Raman
convolutions can be efficiently computed using the convolution theorem and fast
Fourier transform. Some example codes for solving eq. (2) are given in [50].
Although the spectrum and temporal intensity profile, as they evolve through
the fibre, are extremely useful, a far better understanding of the very complex
supercontinuum dynamics can be obtained from studying the field spectrograms.
These allow the association of processes simultaneously in time and frequency,
allowing for an intuitive visualization of the nonlinear dynamics. The spectrogram
is a windowed Fourier transform defined by
Z ∞
S(z, t, ω) =
Eref (τ 0 − τ )E(z, τ 0 ) exp[−iωτ 0 ]dτ 0 .
(11)
−∞

Here Eref is an envelope of a reference pulse and E is the envelope of the field
inside the fibre. Spectrograms are used below to identify features in the evolution
of supercontinuum generation.
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4. Supercontinuum design
The choice of fibre properties for supercontinuum generation depends on a number
of factors based on the pump source selected and the desired spectral and temporal
properties of the output. In what follows I describe two regimes that may be desirable, but which require quite different fibre properties. I refer to figure 4 throughout
the following discussion.




4.1 Very high average power, continuous wave, 1–2 µm supercontinuum
In this case the desired supercontinuum process proceeds as follows [27]:
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1. The pump propagates in the anomalous dispersion region, leading to modulation instability and the creation of ultra-short solitons (see figure 5a) [51–54].
For this to occur efficiently, a low anomalous dispersion and high
p nonlinearity
are required. The modulation frequency is given by ∆ωMI = (2γP )/(|β2 |),
and the maximum side-band gain is simply 2γP , where P is the pump
power. The modulation instability (MI) period is then simply given by
TMI = 2π/(∆ωMI ). It can be shown that the soliton full-width half-maximum

1600

Figure 4. Some photonic crystal fibre parameters for supercontinuum generation. (a) Group velocity dispersion; (b) group velocity; (c) the normalized
ratio |β2 |/γ indicating the expected soliton broadening on red-shift. The fibres shown are: (1) denoted F1, Λ = 3.4 µm, d/Λ = 0.47; (2) denoted F2,
Λ = 3.5 µm, d/Λ = 0.8; (3) denoted F3, Λ = 1.7 µm, d/Λ = 0.5.
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duration is ∼TMI /5 [14,27,56], i.e. the shorter the modulation instability period, the shorter the solitons that emerge.
2. Solitons efficiently red-shift through Raman self-scattering (see figure 5b) [47,48]. In this process, the higher frequency components of a soliton
cause gain, through Raman scattering, to the lower frequency components.
This leads to a net frequency down-shift, but because of the inherent stability
of fundamental solitons, the process is usually adiabatic. The rate of soliton
frequency shift through a fibre is given approximately by ∂z ω ∝ −|β2 |/τ04 .
The strong dependence on the soliton duration reflects the requirement for
the soliton bandwidth to be a significant fraction of the Raman gain spectrum,
for self-scattering to occur, and the soliton power dependence of the Raman
gain. The majority of the spectral expansion to the long wavelength side of
a supercontinuum is caused by this process or the closely related process of
cross-Raman scattering between temporally colliding solitons [56–58].
The initial stage of the supercontinuum development in this case can be fulfilled with
most fibres with relatively low anomalous dispersion and reasonable nonlinearity
at the pump wavelength chosen. The overall continuum dynamics however, are
governed by the second stage, and this has stricter requirements. As the rate of
soliton self-frequency shift of the MI-induced solitons depends very strongly on the
soliton duration, any temporal broadening (or equivalently spectral narrowing) of
the solitons can halt the continuum development. For most pump/fibre conditions,
the self-frequency shift is slow enough for the evolution of the soliton to be adiabatic
as it moves through the changing dispersion and nonlinearity of the fibre at different
wavelengths. This means that if the dispersion increases with wavelength, from the
value at the pump wavelength, or the nonlinearity decreases, the soliton duration
will respond as per eq. (10). To see how particular fibre parameters can affect this
process, figure 4c shows the ratio |β2 |/γ, normalized to that ratio for each fibre at a
pump wavelength of 1070 nm, for the three example fibres. It is clear that whereas
fibre F1 shows a dramatic increase in this ratio, and hence one would expect the
soliton continuum to be significantly limited, F3 maintains the ratio almost at a
constant, as it has a second zero dispersion wavelength. Such a fibre is an optimal
choice for this kind of CW supercontinuum [27].
The long wavelength extent of such a continuum is limited by third-order dispersion or a decrease in nonlinearity, as described above, high water loss [59,60] or
a second zero dispersion [29,61] which causes a halt to the self-frequency shift and
the creation of a long wavelength dispersive wave (see figure 5c) [62]. The optimal
fibre for such a continuum is likely to be one with a carefully controlled double zero
dispersion [27]. Note that these conditions are very different from those required
for efficient short-wavelength generation, described below, in that the first zero dispersion wavelength needs to be far from the pump wavelength to minimize the role
of third-order dispersion.
4.2 High average power, visible spectral region supercontinuum
In this case the desired supercontinuum process proceeds as follows [14,17]:
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1. The pump propagates in the anomalous dispersion region, leading to modulation instability and the creation of ultra-short solitons like stage 1 in the
previous section (see figure 5d).
2. The pump wavelength is sufficiently close to the zero dispersion wavelength
for the MI-induced solitons to have significant spectral overlap with the normal dispersion region, and hence dispersive wave generation can occur leading to a build up of spectral power in the normal dispersion regime (see
figure 5e) [63–67].
3. The remaining solitons begin to red-shift through Raman self-scattering,
as above. While red-shifting, the solitons may trap some of the dispersive waves, leading to their blue-shift, thus forming a supercontinuum (see
figure 5f) [68–72]. This is the main mechanism for the blue spectral expansion in an MI-dominated supercontinuum [14].
Stages 1 and 2 require relatively low anomalous dispersion and high nonlinearity.
Stage 2, specifically requires the pump to be close to the zero dispersion wavelength.
Fibres F1 and F2 in figure 4 fulfil these requirements. The short wavelength extent
of such a continuum however, is limited by the shortest group velocity matched
wavelength, as the process of stage 3, that of soliton trapping of dispersive waves
requires the group velocity of the red-shifting soliton to match that of the short
wavelength dispersive wave. The optimal photonic crystal fibre for this stage is
actually quite sub-optimal for the initial MI and dispersive wave generation process,
as it favours a quite short zero dispersion wavelength (around 800 nm), whereas
low dispersion at the pump wavelength and good spectral overlap between the MI
solitons and normal dispersion requires a longer zero dispersion wavelength (around
1000–1050 nm), and so some compromise is required. The choice depends strongly
on the pump conditions:
Picosecond pump pulses. In this case the pump power is sufficiently high that
relatively sub-optimal dispersion and nonlinearity at the pump wavelength can be
tolerated, and the solitons are often spectrally broad enough to overlap quite far
from the pump wavelength. A good choice has been found with a zero dispersion
wavelength around ∼1000 nm [3], for an example, a fibre like F2 shown in figure
4. From figure 4b we see that long wavelength solitons in F2 can be matched to
dispersive waves at wavelengths as short as ∼500 nm, as opposed to ∼600 nm
with fibre F1. Alternatively two cascaded fibres, to optimize the separate stages
of the process, can be used. In this technique, a first fibre, like F1, is chosen to
be optimal for the initial MI and dispersive wave generation stages (1 and 2), and
a second fibre, like F3, is used for soliton trapping of dispersive waves to shorter
wavelengths (stage 3). This has been successfully demonstrated in [14,73]. The best
technique, however, appears to be with the use of tapered fibres [1,2], which allows
for a transition between optimal MI conditions and optimal trapping conditions,
and has been shown to strongly enhance the trapping process [74].
Continuous-wave pump. In this case, a close zero dispersion wavelength is essential
for getting short-wavelength generation [27,75], as the MI-induced solitons from
a CW pump source are quite narrow spectrally. Therefore, of the fibre examples
in figure 4, only F1 is useful, and a similar fibre has been successfully used to
demonstrate some visible CW supercontinuum [76]. Tapered fibres have produced
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 5, November 2010
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much better results [77,78], as has extremely high power CW pumping of a fibre
like F1 [5].
5. Experimental results
As examples of what can be achieved with the above considerations, in this section
I provide a brief overview of some recent experimental results.
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Figure 5. Spectrograms of the numerically modelled evolution of supercontinuum generation. (a)–(c) Pumping fibre F3 with 50 W CW fibre laser
(a) 2.5 m, (b) 8.6 m, (c) 10.1 m. (d)–(e) Pumping fibre F2 with 10 kW, 10 ps
pulses (d) 0.1 m, (e) 0.25 m, (f) 0.5 m. MI – modulation instability, SSFS –
soliton self-frequency shift, DWG – dispersive wave generation, SSC – soliton
shift cancellation, STDW – soliton trapping of dispersive waves.
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5.1 Very high average power, continuous wave, supercontinuum generation
Figure 6 shows some results for continuous wave pumping. Figure 6(1) shows how
pumping a fibre like F1 with low CW power creates a relatively restricted supercontinuum [79]. This is because the solitons generated at the pump wavelength cannot
efficiently self-frequency shift because they temporally broaden due to increasing
dispersion at longer wavelengths, as shown in figure 4c. In contrast, figure 6(2)
shows how using a double zero-dispersion wavelength PCF, like F3, enables a broad
and flat supercontinuum to longer wavelengths to be created, as the solitons do not
broaden because the dispersion is held quite constant over the spectral range, as
shown in figure 4c [29]. In this case the continuum expansion is stopped by the
second zero dispersion wavelength cancelling the soliton self-frequency shift [62].
Finally, figure 6(4) shows how a continuous wave visible supercontinuum can be
generated, with very high average spectral power, by pumping a fibre like F1 with
very high average power (220 W).
5.2 High average power, picosecond pumped visible spectral region supercontinuum
generation

Spectral Power (dBm/nm)

Figure 7 shows some examples of supercontinua generated with picosecond pumping of PCFs. The pump parameters were all approximately the same for all cases,
with ∼8 ps pulses, ∼50 MHz repetition rate and ∼5 W of average pump power.
Figure 7(1) shows the results for pumping a fibre similar to F1 in figure 4 [22].
A supercontinuum from around ∼600 nm to longer wavelengths is produced. The
short wavelength limit is caused by a lack of group velocity matching between the
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Figure 6. Examples of the extent of spectral power achieved with continuous
wave supercontinuum generation: (1) using 100 m of PCF like F1, with a
10 W Yb fibre laser [80]; (2) using 25 m of PCF like F3, with a 50 W Yb
fibre laser [29]; (3) using 600 m of highly nonlinear conventional fibre with a
10 W Er fibre laser [81]; (4) using 50 m of PCF like F1, with a 220 W Yb fibre
laser [5].
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Figure 7. Examples of the extent of spectral power achieved with ∼8 ps,
50 MHz, 5 W MOPFA pumped supercontinuum generation: (1) using ∼1 m
of PCF similar to F1, after [22]; (2) 10 m of PCF similar to F3, after [73];
(3) using a cascade of 1 m of PCF like F1 and 10 m of PCF like F3, after [73];
(4) using 1 m of a tapered PCF, after [1,2].

red-shifting solitons and the dispersive wave components. Figure 7(2) shows the
results of directly pumping a fibre like F3 in figure 4 [73]. In this case no short wavelength generation is achieved, because the zero dispersion wavelength is too far from
the pump wavelength for significant spectral overlap between the MI-induced solitons and dispersive wave phase-matched wavelengths (as described above). Instead
a Raman-soliton continuum is formed to longer wavelengths. Figure 7(3) shows
the results of pumping a fibre like F3 with the output of the continuum shown as
figure 7(1) [73]. This produced a shorter wavelength continuum extension, because
the dispersive waves efficiently excited in the first stage (figure 7(1)) can now be
group velocity matched to shorter wavelengths in fibre F3 (compare F1 and F3 in
figure 4b). Finally figure 7(4) shows how the use of a tapered PCF, between the
properties of F1 and F3, can create a supercontinuum that is very flat across the
visible spectrum, with high spectral power, and also extends to below 400 nm [1].
6. Conclusion
The experimental requirements to generate high average power supercontinua have
been described, including a detailed description of high power, fibre-based pump
sources, and the photonic crystal fibres used as the nonlinear medium. In addition, a widely used numerical model has been detailed with some guidelines for
its solution. Using such techniques, some numerical results were presented in conjunction with detailed qualitative guidelines for the design of a number of specific
supercontinuum outcomes. Finally, I presented experimental results showing how
very high, mW/nm scale, average spectral powers can be achieved across the visible
spectrum, and how orders of magnitude higher spectral powers can be achieved in
the near-infrared with continuous-wave pump sources.
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